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Solutions Overview
A platform just for retail media buyers









Measurement & Reporting
Measure retail media, the better way










Campaign Optimization
Optimize for what’s really driving Sales








Scenario Planning & Forecasting
Make a plan to hit your sales goal









Commerce Analytics
Keep commerce in mind in retail media




Why IncrementalHow it WorksOur CustomersAboutResources




Company






Case Studies
Explore how businesses leverage Incremental to grow.










Company News & Press
Explore recent press releases and news coverage.










Careers
Join the Incremental team.








Frequently Asked Questions
What does incrementality mean? Why does neutrality matter?


Quick Links






Foundation of Measurement
How it works






Data Neutrality
We don't buy or sell media






Ecosystem Partners
How you can partner with us






Privacy Policy
We respect your information



Latest blog posts
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Avoid these four common ROAS traps

Retail media buyers love and hate return on ad spend (ROAS)—which misses incrementality.
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Creating competitive advantage with data in retail media

The explosion in digital technologies – and in particular digital commerce – has brands generating an incredible amount of data related to their online and offline retail efforts.




Browse the Blog











sign in
book a Demo








Read up on Retail Media!
Browse the Blog →






INCREMENTAL
The New Standard in Retail Media


Unlock the Science of More with trusted, predictive, and actionable measurement.


book a demo
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01

Purpose-built
Retail- and media-aware measurement


02

Neutral
Third-party measurement



03

Beyond ROAS
Incremental sales growth optimization



04

Consistent
Standardized across all retail media networks






MEASUREMENT

Purpose-Built for Retail Media

It’s not just retail. It’s not just media. It’s retail media. Retail media buyers need a measurement platform that understands both. We purpose-built Incremental for this dynamic environment where pricing, promotion, placement, and product changes—alongside your media—in real time.

Incremental is a retail-aware platform that delivers measurement at the speed and granularity retail media buyers make decisions. 

explore measurement
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neutrality

Your Business is Our Priority—Not Buying or Selling Media

You must trust that your measurement provider supports your business above everything else. If your measurement platform is motivated to sell you more ads, can you really trust it? Our company doesn't buy or sell any advertising, removing ourselves from any conflict of interest.

Incremental is your neutral retail media platform.

learn about neutrality







optimization

Measurement Beyond ROAS

Return on ad spend (ROAS) mistakes coincidence for causation, and hides the true impact of retail media campaigns. This means you may not be spending ad dollars where it really counts. Incremental controls for external factors, and generates easy-to-action recommendations to maximize profitable growth.

Get greater returns from your campaigns by optimizing towards incremental sales.

learn about optimization
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performance

Consistent Measurement

Reporting across retail media networks is fragmented, with each using its own methodology to track performance. Incremental applies a consistent methodology across all your media, so you can compare the networks in one platform—apples to apples.

Get consistent measurement with Incremental.

Discover Standardized Reporting







incremental blog

Read Up on Retail Media

On the blog, learn about retail media strategies, and explore how businesses leverage Incremental to grow.

Browse the Blog
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Media Measurement
March 28, 2024


Avoid these four common ROAS traps

Retail media buyers love and hate return on ad spend (ROAS)—which misses incrementality.

Read
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Retail Analytics
July 5, 2023


Creating competitive advantage with data in retail media

The explosion in digital technologies – and in particular digital commerce – has brands generating an incredible amount of data related to their online and offline retail efforts.

Read
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Retail Analytics

case study

June 26, 2023

 The challenge of offsite retail media measurement and how to overcome it

The next wave of growth in retail media is being driven by the infusion of retailer data into offsite media. As retailers balanced consumer experience with creating additional onsite advertising inventory to fill the increasing demand from advertisers, it was only natural for retail media’s growth to shift to offsite inventory. 

Read more
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Ad Optimization

case study

June 22, 2023

 How to prime for Prime Day: The power of pre-event advertising and brand building

Amazon just announced Prime Day, but for brands looking to create the biggest opportunities, the hard work of brand building and awareness started months ago.

Read more
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Media Measurement

case study

May 31, 2023

Alternative approaches to retail media measurement

Discover alternative approaches retail marketers can consider to effectively measure campaigns.

Read more









browse the blog



Discover Incremental Growth

Get a personalized demo—book a spot on our calendars today. (We’re ready when you are.)




book a demo
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Stay up-to-date on product updates and retail media news.



By subscribing you agree to with our Privacy Policy and consent to receive updates


You're in!

Great things are coming your way.


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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